
 
SUMMER TERM GOVERNORS’ REPORT 2023 

 
CULTURAL CELEBRATIONS WEEK- THIS IS US 
The pupil leadership team planned the week this year. Our idea was that we should 
participate in the rotation activities in our hummingbird teams. During the week, we were 
rotating to different classes to explore a different continent of the world -except for 
Antarctica because nobody in our school is from the continent. On Thursday, we held 
an assembly where each of the hummingbird teams were able to share what they had 
learned during the week. Finally, on Friday we had a French cafe led by Y6. 

 
NATIONAL DAY OF REFLECTION - FUNDRAISING FOR TURKEY AND SYRIA 
AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE - 23rd March 2023 
For the national day of reflection we did a mufti day where you could wear clothes in 
red,white and yellow to represent Turkey and Syria’s flag. We collected one pound 
coins to wear mufti and we donated the money to charity. We also did a cake sale after 
school to donate even more money to the charity for Turkey and Syria. Altogether we 
made over three hundred pounds from these two activities. 
 
HUMMINGBIRD PLANTING BOXES OUTSIDE Y5/6 AND HUMMINGBIRD GARDEN 
Some willing children have taken care of the planting boxes and have produced some 
beautiful flowers. As the weeds were overgrown during half term, they are at it again 
ensuring the boxes can be used for planting. These planting boxes will look lovely by 
the end of the term. They have also grown vegetables in the hummingbird garden for 
whoever asks for them. 
 
GOVERNOR INTERVIEWS ON DRESS UP DAY 
On this day the pupil leadership team was interviewed by the governors. This was really 
tricky as we did not have any heads up or practise so it was on the spot. I think we did a 
great job not practising. We had this on dress up day in cultural celebrations week 
where we wore clothes of our culture. In our lesson, there were governors watching. 
 
 
WEEKLY ASSEMBLIES 
Every weekly certificate assembly, one of us records the names of two of the 
celebration certificate winners which are the Times Table Rock Stars and Kindle 
winners. We then update the winners’ board in the hall. It is also a great way to treat 
winners from different classes. 

 
 



 
PUPIL LEADERSHIP TEAM LEGACY 2022-2023 

 
HEAD GIRL - ATIFA 
I would like my leadership legacy to be remembered as the best head girl so far 
and a really kind person. I will definitely try to come to all the summer fairs. I 
want to be remembered for being an inspirational head girl and a hard working 
one. I want everybody to look up to me even if I am not still there. I want to 
motivate people into becoming the best they can become and to help them with 
their goals and dreams.I want to help people who are down to jump up and carry 
on as I know they can do it. So, this is the legacy I want to leave. Thank you! 

 
 
HEAD BOY-BILL 
I would like my leadership legacy to be about inspiring and motivating others 
because that is what I believe will make success happen. I will definitely try to 
keep coming to fairs and supporting the stalls and making others have a great 
time. Whenever somebody is down, I want to be one of the people they look up to 
or want to be like. I always thought of being the person on the statue, maybe in a 
superhero movie and now I get a chance to be something like that, so now I can 
help others without even being in their presence. This is the legacy I want to leave 
back. 
 
 
DEPUTY HEAD GIRL - JULIA 

I would like my leadership legacy to be a wall filled with names, pieces of art, 
pieces of writing and quotes from all the PLT pupils every year. I would like this 
to be a tradition for all the PLT children to do from now on. This would be nice as 
the children of the school would have this to remember the Pupil Leadership 
Team by. The good pieces of work might inspire the younger children to work 
hard to be one of the PLT. As a child I looked up to the Pupil Leadership Team 
and I hope the children will do the same with me. 

 
 
 
DEPUTY HEAD BOY - AHNAF 
I would like my leadership legacy to be remembered as a person who inspired 
lots of people to never give up and motivate lots of children to keep going with 
whatever they are doing. Whenever somebody is hurt or down I will always be 
the person to help them. That is the legacy I would like to leave.     
 
   
 
 


